Greetings!
Even though my kids are older, this time of year still evokes thoughts of
picking out a new backpack, shopping for school supplies, and digging into
summer reading.
Since my kids were little, whatever book they were assigned to read over
the summer, I’d read too. Something to talk about-What chapter are you
on? What do you think of this character? Did you see that coming?
During my son’s freshmen orientation, we made our way to the bookstore
to check out the syllabus, purchase some college-wear, and pick up the
book assigned to all UVM incoming freshmen. Without hesitation, he
pulled one book o the shelf for himself... and then one for me. I loved
that he wanted our tradition to continue even as he was preparing to y
solo.
In the spirit of Back to School, I encourage you to take the time to check
out our most recent webinar on treating neuropathy with EPAT, the latest
research on why combining EPAT/ESWT is an extremely e ective approach
to treating Tibialis Posterior Tendinopathy, and one of our newly featured
white papers “What Makes Shock Waves So Successful in Medical
Applications.”
So, what supplies, tools or training do you need to kick o this new school
year and make it a success? Let us know. We’re here to help!

Ready to add EPAT/ESWT to your practice? Let’s talk! Send me an email or
ll out this contact form and let us know when would be a good time for
us to connect.
All the best,
Elise B. Hamann
Director of Sales and Marketing
Phone: 401-333-6500
Email: elise.hamann@curamedix.com
http://www.curamedix.com

Research Report: Radial Shock Wave E ective for Tibialis
Posterior Tendinopathy
Posterior tibial tendon dysfunction can be a challenge to treat non-invasively
because patients often present in the later stages of the disease. EPAT/ESWT
combined with physical therapy is proving to be a winner of an approach.

New Webinar - Treating
Neuropathy with EPAT: 10

New Webinars on
Combining EPAT/ESWT

Years of Success

with Other Modalities

Patients with diabetic neuropathy
often feel hopeless about
managing pain. Fortunately,
evidence-based EPAT can help. Dr.
Je rey Kleis, DPM, is having success
treating a challenging condition:
neuropathy. He shares his
learnings from more than 600
patients. Over 90% of them saw at
least a 50% improvement in
symptoms.

Two of our recent summer
webinars are packed with details
on the e ectiveness of integrating
EPAT/ESWT with other treatment
approaches. Explore treating
arthritis with orthobiologics, or
learn about the bene ts of
combining EPAT with manual
therapy.
> Combining Shock Wave and
Orthobiologic Therapies: Part 2
> The Bene ts of Combining Shock
Wave and Manual Therapy

Ongoing Marketing Support
Invest in EPAT/ESWT to gain a key marketing advantage that sets your
practice apart from your competition. You’ll also get ready-to-use
marketing tools, like these social media posts, to help you spread the
word.

Free White Paper: What Makes
Shock Wave So Successful in
Medical Applications
Delve into the mechanics of this innovative and
proven technology. You’ll read about the distinct
characteristics of shock waves and what
distinguishes them from other wave applications,
including ultrasound.

What Else Would You Like to Know About EPAT/ESWT?
Practices across the country are successfully integrating EPAT/ESWT into
their continuum of care. To learn more about how this evidence-based,
non-invasive treatment is being successfully used in your specialty,
contact us today!
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